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fter about 25 years I have finally
gotten some answers as to the
magazine called Liberty that featured
articles on the sasquatch by John W.
Burns (as told to Charles V. Tench).
As I explained at length in previous
papers, this magazine was not the
famous magazine of that name which
ceased publication in about 1950. I
phoned and talked to the man who
bought the magazine’s archives. I
explained things to him and he said it
was definitely not that Liberty; it was
probably a religious magazine of the
same name. I tracked down that
magazine (published since the early
1900s) and one of their people
advised it was definitely not their
magazine.
I finally tracked down John
Burns’ son, Ralph, but he could not
find a copy of the magazine in his
father’s possessions.
As time went on, I amused myself
in searching the web for any evidence.
In looking at archival material for the
Royal BC Museum (old Provincial
Museum) in Victoria, BC, I saw a
reference to John W. Burns and
Liberty magazine. I asked Alex
Solunac, who lives in Victoria, to
check this out for me. To my delight
he found a Liberty magazine (the
correct one) for 1941 that contained
an article by Burns (front cover shown
here). He asked the museum to
provide a pdf and I have processed
this on the following pages.
At the end of the article, I have
provided two ad pages for the
magazine in which people are
interviewed on their thoughts as to the
magazine. We learn that the magazine
was published in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and was sent each week to
29% of Halifax homes. I can’t find the
population of Halifax in 1941, but in
1996 it was about 114,000, so we are
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not looking at a very large circulation.
Nevertheless, it appears from the
testimonials that the magazine had a
good reputation. Evidently people in
other provinces subscribed to the
magazine and John W. Burns appears
to have been one of them.
Burns had managed to get a
sasquatch article in McLean’s
Magazine in 1929 (See BP #31, page
3), a very large publication. The
article presented here appeared in
Liberty in 1941, and then another in

the same magazine in 1954 (See BP
#32, page 3).
Much material is repeated in the
Liberty articles, but this 1941 article
has some material not mentioned
before or after.
I don’t think people in Halifax
would have been very interested in
sasquatch, although some indications
of sasquatch in that province.
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